
CFH Meeting Minutes 10/7/2021 @ Creative Business 
Interiors

Hello! 
Advertising is on the way.  Stay tuned for TV dates!
 
Carol will have about 50 baskets!  She will send out a revised wishlist to 
complete the baskets.  Thanks for all of the items you have donated so 
far.  Carol asked for help with basket pick up and Kitty offered to help. 
 Carol also needs midsize to large baskets if you have them.  The bonus 
basket is WI Home.  Carol, do you need items for this basket? 
 Suggestions?
 
Marie has many boutique items priced and stored at her home.  She will 
bring them on the early decorating days….Oct. 18+19.  RMH will be 
giving us items from the holiday luncheon.
 
Looks as if we will decrease Santa’s hours since we would like him to 
be outside.  12-2, not 10-4…unless Santa doesn’t mind being outside.
 
Floor mats will once again be donated, however, short on staff, but will 
still help us out. Cindy, please put a 1/2 page ad for him in the program. 
 Use the same ad as in the past.
 
As in the past, the decorating committee supplies food for the 
decorators.  Gail would appreciate any Pic cards you received or 
anything you may want to make or contribute. The dates for decorating 
are Oct. 18+19 and Oct. 24-26.  Thanks!
 
It looks as if there will be a total of 32 decorators.  In the past, 
decorators were given a bag with goodies.  Some decorators have 
received the same RMH bag for several years.  Does RMH have a 
different 31 bag that could be given?  The bags don’t have to be the 
same.  Each room of decorators will get 8 tickets as a thank you.
 
Laurie and Beth have offered to help on the early decorating days.



 
Gail will ask Tammy to remove the building materials from the cold 
storage room which is our committee area.  
 
Raffle ticket prices and sweet shoppe prices will remain the same.  There 
will be no sales tax in the boutique.  We will continue to ask guests to 
round up.  There will be 7 iPads.  
 
Regarding the money envelopes, volunteers will sign the envelope but 
no longer count the money.  On tour day there will only be one 
envelope.  
 
Laurie, Deb and Mary Ellen put their heads together to discuss the 
committee work schedule.  Laurie made a new committee sign up sheet. 
 Thanks Laurie!
 
IF YOU DID NOT RETURN YOUR COMPLETED WORK 
SCHEDULE/SIGN UP SHEET, PLEASE EMAIL IT TO LAURIE 
NOW SO SHE CAN PRESENT THE SCHEDULE AT THE NEXT 
MEETING.
Linnanx2@gmail.com
 
Sponsorship is a hot topic.  Todd Hall, marketing manager of our official 
radio partner, B93.3 has new ideas to help us gain exposure and make 
money too.  We will revisit the ideas.  It seems as if Todd would like to 
build a relationship with CFH/RMH moving forward.  Some ideas may 
be implemented next year.
 
 
If you know of an ad to go in the program, Cindy needs to know ASAP. 
 Cindy needs all info to the printer by Oct 20.  She needs the history of 
the CFH, letter from the co-chairs, VH letter and RMH remarks too.  All 
donation forms to Cindy by Oct. 20.  If you know you will be getting a 
donation, fill out the donation form and give it to Cindy before you get 
the donation so the name can be listed…or…send Cindy the name by 
Oct. 20.  We would like to acknowledge everyone who gives a donation.
 

mailto:Linnanx2@gmail.com


Celeste will email Cindy the flow of the CFH for the program.
 
Cindy has a great relationship with Emily who is the Pic connection. 
 Cindy asked her/Pic for some bakery.  Fingers crossed!
 
Celeste let us know that WCTC will once again bake the yummy, 
beautiful cookies for us…300 of them!  Yum!  Celeste will also make 2 
signs for the Sweet Shoppe.
 
Please purchase a 12 pack of Coke products for the Sweet Shoppe.
 
Yard signs are available.  Please pick one up.
 
Water from Aldi?  Gail?
 
Julie let us know that there will be 11 trees and 12 wreaths/lanterns. 

🎄🎄

 
Tuesday we will host 125 people for tours and 45 people on Wednesday. 
 We need more groups on Wednesday.  Know of a group?  Contact Beth. 
 Please consider baking for Tour day.  We don’t know if Kohl’s is 
baking.
 
WE NEED DRIVERS FOR TOUR DAY.  Several committee members 
offered to drive and also offered their husbands.  Number needed will 
have to be determined.
 
ADA questions may need to be addressed by RMH.  Our no walker, no 
wheelchair policy has been questioned.  We need guidance from RMH. 
 How was this handled for the Parade of Homes?
 
Gail called the city of Pewaukee and the road ‘should be’ paved before 
our event.

🤞

 
Gail and Deb attended the City of Pewaukee council meeting in order to 
have our event fees waved or reduced.  Gail spoke on our behalf and…. 



ALL fees were waved!  $1,900. Thanks Gail!  Not sure if there will be 
any kind of inspection by the City of Pewaukee.
 
Gail has reserved a van, if needed.  We will have to pay for it though. 
 We have paid in the past.  Would be great to have vans donated or 
sponsored.  Deb will call St. Ann’s and ask for the use of their van.
 
Gail also called the chief of Police and now they know of our event and 
will check on the house, especially when we have early interviews.
 
Diana, please check with VH to see if there may be some sponsorships.
 
Diana has offered to help with tasks while at home.  Well, we have a big 
task!  Please check on storage locker prices.  Perhaps a discount for a 
non profit?  Sizes…10 x 10, 10 x 16. We were thinking located fairly 
close to the RMH.
 
Diana can you also check to see if VH will have helpers for us to load 
and unload before and after the event?
 
Diana can you please call Brookfield Party Rental and also Canopies 
(RMH uses them) to get prices on chairs, banquet tables, draping, coat 
rack(s) and 4 high top tables? Also, a price for delivery and pick up. 
 Thanks Diana!
 
Many of you have offered to bring card tables…please bring them. 
 They are needed for the sweet shoppe and committee room.
 
Volunteers are still needed…73.  Especially on the weekend.  We may 
have to ask for high school help.  Many calls have been made to try to 
get groups to volunteer! University School may have a large group.  We 
may use some of the kids for carrying up to the garage on Monday after 
school.  Sounds as if Mary Ellen will follow up with this group.  We 
were thinking that we would not rush….and do a lot of packing and 
labeling on Monday.  We talked about labeling each area’s boxes and 
bins with a different kind of label/tape/color.
 



Julie has asks out for helpers for loading and unloading.  UWM girls 
will help with tree set up and take down.  Julie will also be getting the 
Gardettos for us!  Thanks Julie!
 
We have 8 banners.  We need to put one in Pewaukee.  Will someone 
check to see if one can be put ‘in’ the Walmart parking lot?  Perhaps a 
bank will be willing to put one up?  Menomonee Falls?  Germantown? 
 Harland/Delafield, 83?
 
Co-chairs, please remember that there are a few neighbors in the Swan 
View subdivision and they need a letter telling of our event. 
 
Deb will pick up the WE Energies cookie books for the volunteers.
 
Please remember to keep track of your volunteer hours for RMH.
 
Items for Melissa-
*Donated vans?
*800-1,000 small bottles of water needed for volunteers 
*Kohl’s baking for tour days?
*Are RMH volunteers able to help at the CFH?
*Does RMH have 4 high top tables we can use?
 
*Decorators are given a bag with goodies.  Does RMH have 32 bags we 
could have? They can be different kinds.  Can we also have a RMH mug 
(like the ones given at the Volunteer Banquet) to put in each bag?
 
Connie, we are thinking of you.  Our thoughts and prayers are with you 
and your dad.
 

🎉

Happy birthday to Mary Ellen and Nikki (it’s a big one for me)!

🎉

 
Thanks for reading!
 
Meetings are now WEEKLY.  The  next meeting is Thursday, October 
14, at Creative Business Interiors.  Hope to see you there.



Nikki


